Those upon whom the telling of stories to children constantly falls, no doubt share with one another in the discovery that they tend increasingly to become story-makers as well as story-tellers. Amongst the old themes little tales of their own creation appear which, after being told, are often no doubt forgotten. Apart from the intention of yielding pleasure at the moment no especial thought, per-haps, has been given to the actual task of story-making. Yet 
Those upon whom the telling of stories to children constantly falls, no doubt share with one another in the discovery that they tend increasingly to become story-makers as well as story-tellers. Amongst the old themes little tales of their own creation appear which, after being told, are often no doubt forgotten. Apart from the intention of yielding pleasure at the moment no especial thought, per- haps, has been given to the actual task of story-making. Yet the work may become more delightful if we give some consideration to those things which will help us to grow in the art.
Our chief qualification as makers of stories will lie in a first-hand interest in life and living persons in the different spheres of activity, in the ancient human relationships and occupations. Even if we only desire the humblest place amongst the story-makers of our generation, if we aspire no further than the making of a single story for a single child, and that for one whose mental fabric has been impaired, we shall still require this quality in our outlook.1 For to none dare we offer less than the best which it lies within our power to give, however slender the gift. Romance 
